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10 Things Every Salesperson Must Do
To Achieve Six-Figure Success
Hey there!
You must be in sales or you probably wouldn’t be reading this. :)
Awesome!
Salespeople have the greatest opportunity in the world to earn
top dollar (with no caps) while working fewer than 20 hours per
week…if….you learn how to work smarter not harder.
And that’s why I wrote this eBook. I want you to have the
opportunity to learn in one day what took me almost three
decades to learn.
In case we haven’t met yet, my name is Kate Raidt. I have been a
record-breaking top producer in commission sales for 27 years
(and have lived to tell about it)!
For 26 of those years I have been a sales manager, coach and
trainer for some of the biggest sales organizations in the world. I
am also the author of the book The Million-Dollar Parent: How To
Have a Successful Career While Keeping Family a Top Priority.
I have been featured on ABC Morning News, Parents Magazine
and 40Under40 CEO.
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I have worked with thousands upon thousands of salespeople
and I will share with you now the common denominator
between the ones who create outstanding long-term six-figure
(or higher!) incomes - and those who flop.
First, I want to clarify the difference between a top producer and
an outstanding salesperson.
A top producer sells a bunch of products.
An outstanding salesperson sells a bunch of products AND is
ethical in the way they sell, is service-minded, likable, coachable,
others can learn from him/her…and numerous other character
traits.
I’m going to teach the 10 things every salesperson must do to
be outstanding - not just a high producer.

The Story of Barry vs Mark
Back when I sold supplemental insurance door-to-door and
B2B, I worked over two different salespeople’s territories.
By the way, you learn a lot about how a person sells when you
sell over them.
First, I sold over my colleague Barry’s territory. Every day I ran
into people who asked, “You work for the same company as
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Barry? We love him! He came and visited us in the hospital when
we had a cancer claim with him. Please tell him hello!”
Barry left everyone with a smile - even the people who didn’t
buy. I also heard stories of him dropping 6-packs of sodas on
people’s doorsteps as a way to thank them for their business.
Working over Barry made my job so much easier because he
created such positive PR in my area.
Then I moved to the next town over and sold over a guy named
“Mark”. All day long I heard complaints like “We had a policy
with Mark and when we needed to file a claim he never returned
our phone calls.”
I landed an opportunity to sell to an entire school district. At the
teacher’s meeting where I gave a presentation, one lady stood
up in front of the crowd and said “Don’t do business with this
company. I took out an insurance policy with a guy who took my
money and ran.” (it was Mark)
I constantly had to put out fires that Mark created.
So where are Barry and Mark now?
Barry has built one of the largest insurance sales organizations
in the country with over 100 agents on his team. Barry is now a
multi-millionaire.
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Mark has no team. Zilch. Nada.
Why the vast difference?
Because people are attracted to ethical, likable, replicable
people. Nobody wants to work with a pushy, cheesy salesperson
- no matter how much they are selling.
So I want to coach you to not only sell at a high level, but to
impact other’s lives, build a sales empire and be that positive
magnet that other people would love to work with.
Ready to dive in?
Cool. Let’s get after it.

10 Things Every Salesperson Must Do To Achieve
Six-Figure Success

#1
Track Stats and Always Know Where You Need To
Improve
So let’s say you are coaching a salesperson (in any industry) and
you ask them, “What are your stats? How many people do you
have to talk to get an appointment or sit down presentation?
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And what’s your closing percentage? How many presentations
do you give in order to close a sale?’
And their answer is “Gosh, I don’t know.”
This is the equivalent of Roger Federer coming home from
Wimbledon and his coach asking “How did you do? How many
aces did you have? How many unforced errors did you have?
How many winners did you hit?” And Roger saying “Hmmm, I
don’t know.”
How in the world can any coach work with an athlete,
salesperson or student of any type without knowing the details?
And how can any salesperson help themselves without knowing
the details. They can’t.
But 90% of the salespeople I have coached over the years don’t
ever track their stats. This might be why they are in the dumps
before I start working with them.
Here are two examples of how you can improve immediately on
your closing percentage by tracking your stats.
Let’s say a salesperson named Melissa calls on 60 prospects in a
week. She is able to sit down with 15 of them and 7 of them buy.
I can see based on her stats that her closing percentage is at
50% (pretty solid!) but her big area of improvement is in her
approach.
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So Melissa needs help in the way she calls on new prospects.
She also needs to work more referrals and not rely on cold calls.
On the other hand, there is a salesperson named Jared. Jared
called on 40 people. 20 of them sat down with him and he
closed 4 of them. Jared is doing a pretty good job getting in
front of new prospects. But something is going wrong in his
presentation.
He is either spending time with non-prospects, not finding the
need of each prospect or talking his way out of every sale by not
closing.
A few years ago I saw an interview with Roger Federer. He had
just won more Grand Slams than any other player in the history
of tennis. He was arguably the greatest tennis player of all time.
The interviewer asked him what he was working on. Roger
answered, “I’m working on my serve and trying to make it
better.”
What the heck? He the greatest of all time and working on
improving?
About that time, 6’10” tall players (John Isner, Milos Raonic,
Kevin Anderson, etc..) were coming onto the tennis scene. They
all had massive serves. Federer felt that by improving his serve
even just 3-5 MPH faster he could hang with those giants.
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It worked. As of today, Federer’s serve is one of the best in the
game. And how do I know this? Because of people…wait for
it….tracking stats. :)

PS. Same rule applies if you are building a sales organization.
How many people must you talk to in order to get a sit down
interview with them? What percentage of people join your
team? How many of them quit within in the first 3 months?
Again, you can only improve and build a million-dollar sales
organization if you know where you are losing the highest
number of people.
In summary, be a ninja about tracking stats. And always be
finding those areas where you can improve.
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#2
Be Coachable
People ask me all the time, “Kate, how is it that you have been so
successful at everything you have done - from sales…to music…
to parenting”
My answer will always be the same: “I am extremely
coachable.”
I was not born with any special talents. I do not have wellconnected parents who opened doors for me.
One thing I know for sure is that there are countless people
around me who are far ahead of the game than I am (at just
about anything I am trying to accomplish). And I would be really
stupid not to learn from them.
When I was brand new to sales, it was customary for a rookie
salesperson to follow an experienced salesperson at least once.
After I followed my first experienced salesperson, I quadrupled
my sales that next week.
I didn’t stop there. A few weeks later I begged to follow another
veteran. And then I followed another.
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Even when I became the top producer everyone wanted to
follow, I still continued to follow others. I am a student of the
game and feel there is always something to learn from others.
When I pursued a music career, I didn’t hang out with the
potheads and partiers. I surrounded myself with professional
musicians who I learned a tremendous amount from.
As a result, my music career took off quickly and I was
nominated for an American Music Award my first year in the
business. This never would have happened if I tried to “figure it
out on my own”.
I don’t think most un-coachable salespeople realize how uncoachable they really are. :) Or that it is detrimental to their
career.
But it’s astonishing the number of salespeople who are coached
to do a very specific thing to improve their sales…and they do
the exact opposite.
Or they are coached to say a very specific thing to get in more
doors and their brain tells them “I know Kate suggests I say
__________, but I’m going to add a bunch of extra stuff”. And
they don’t realize that the “extra stuff” is what’s keeping them
from getting in doors.
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Folks, be coachable. It is not only critical to your success in sales,
but also your success in life.
Assignment: If you haven’t followed an outstanding salesperson
in your industry in the past 3 months, pick up the phone and
schedule a follow day TODAY!

#3
Work 100% Referrals
Would you rather work 50 hours per week and earn $110,000
this year or work 25 hours per week and earn $250,000?
It’s mind-blowing how many salespeople rely heavily on cold
calls. Sure, you can earn good money cold calling (I did!),
however you have to work twice the number of hours to earn
half the money.
So why are so few salespeople working referrals? Because 99%
of sales organizations don’t teach it. In addition, most sales
managers never worked referrals so how in the world would
they ever teach you how to do it if they never did it themselves?
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By the way, “working referrals” is not 10-20% of your business
being referral-based. I’m talking about 80-100% of your
business being referrals.
It wasn’t until my daughter was born that I stumbled into
referrals. There was no way I was going to be out selling 50
hours per week with a newborn baby at home.
It only took me about 2 months and I went from 100% cold calls
to 100% referrals. And overnight my closing percentage
quadrupled! I went from closing 1 out of 5 customers to 4 out of
5.
Most importantly, I went from working 50 hours per week down
to 10 hours per week.
Those who know me well know that I am so passionate about
referral-selling that for the past 5 years that is all I have trained
salespeople and sales organizations how to do.
I even created an online training course so salespeople
everywhere can learn how to drastically increase their closing
percentage by effectively working referrals and stop relying on
cold calls.
To learn more about my Referral Selling course, click HERE.
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#4
Quality over Quantity
Back when I was a rookie salesperson, I spent a solid hour with
every prospect. I was selling educational books door-to-door
and was told in my sales training that “every family is a
prospect.”
That’s actually not true.
What I wish I had been taught is “Only certain families are
prospects….and it’s your job to discover who is qualified and
who isn’t”.
Let me explain.
The books I sold were designed to help save time on homework
and provide a resource for parents who were stuck trying to
help their kids with math homework.
There were some families whose children had a ton of
homework. Others didn’t bring home homework at all. Some
parents had a big challenge helping their kids with homework.
Others didn’t struggle at all helping their kids.
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So who do you think the qualified prospects were? Who do you
think saw the value in investing $600 in a set of reference
books?
Definitely not the parents who didn’t have a pain point with
homework.
It took me years to learn the importance of qualifying prospects
up front and spending my time with quality prospects, not
quantity prospects.
All I had to do was ask important questions at the beginning of
my presentation. How often does Billy have homework? How
long does it take him each night to get through it? What subject
gives him the toughest time? Mom, do you every help with
homework? If so, how does that pan out?
If I learned from these questions that Billy didn’t have much
homework and mom didn’t help much, I didn’t invest more than
5 extra minutes. I told them what I was selling and the price. And
then I quickly got out and move on to a quality prospect.
In addition, I also learned the importance of finding the most
valuable prospects (MVP) within a group of quality prospects.
For example, when I sold books, parents with kids ranging from
2nd grade to 12th grade were prospects.
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But I found that my most valuable prospects were the parents
who had 2nd-5th graders?
Why? Parents with younger children saw a bigger value since
their kids could use the books for 7-10 years vs someone with a
junior in high school who could only use the books for 1-2 years.
Also, high schoolers were oftentimes lazy about doing school
work and many times parents would say “These books are great,
but I don’t think Jake would ever use them.”
With younger children I never heard that objection because
younger kids were typically still excited about school.
So once I identified my MVPs, I could ask for referrals specifically
for this niche “Who do you know who has 2nd-5th grade
children who I could show this to?”

Exercise:
What is a qualified prospect in your industry? What are the traits
of a non-qualified prospect in your industry?
What are 5-7 detailed questions you should be asking to every
prospect to determine if they are a quality prospect or not?
Who is your most valuable prospect? Who is most likely to
consistently buy your highest ticketed item?
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Are you spending too much time with non-qualified prospects?
Imagine if you worked 100% referrals to 100% of your most
valuable niche prospect. Boom! That’s when your sales explode.

#5
Don’t Act Like a Salesperson
In life, you have 7 seconds to make a good first impression. In
sales, you have about 3 seconds to make a good first
impression.
Many salespeople blow their chance to get their foot in the door
with a new prospect because they scream SALESPERSON
before they have even opened their mouth.
Times have changed. Many pastors now wear jeans and t-shirts
when they preach. School teachers now wear jeans as well.
In the 80’s, salespeople always wore a suit and tie when selling.
But today, people want to talk to an approachable, laid-back,
casual person - not a polished salesperson.
Unless you are selling to a very formal clientele (law firm, city
hall, etc..) or you are giving a presentation in front of a group, I
encourage you to dress down while you are selling.
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Look at the photo on the left. This guy is sharp and handsome.
But he screams salesperson.
The guy in the middle and on the right are much more
approachable and will get a warmer response from prospects.

Same rule applies to women. Ladies, unless you are selling to a
formal clientele, it is totally okay (and way more comfortable) to
wear a nice pair of jeans and a blouse, and flats.
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The ladies on the right are much more relatable and
approachable than the ladies on the left.
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Salespeople are also known to be loud.
Many years ago I followed a top producer who called on
millionaires. She sat down with everyone.
One thing that was drastically different from any other
salesperson I had ever seen was that the volume in her voice
when she approached prospects was a loud whisper. I was
standing behind her and could barely hear her.
Once she got in the door and sat down with the prospect, she
went back to her natural, bubbly self.
But because the volume in here voice was so quiet, she came
across as non-threatening, extremely likable and not at all like a
salesperson.
I immediately put this to practice and got in many more doors
myself. It works!
Another thing that turns people off is the way you address them.
If you are calling on a person named Bob Anderson, address
him “Hey, is this Bob? Hi Bob, my name is ______”
When you address him as “Mr. Anderson” he quickly knows you
are selling something. And if someone has a last name like mine
(Raidt) which is oftentimes mispronounced, it’s a big turnoff to
butcher someone’s name.
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I get hammered with sales calls. Every single one of them start
the call with “Hi, is this Mrs. Raidt (mispronounced)…” and I
immediately know it’s a sales call.
But if they were to call me and say “Hey, is this Kate?” I would be
100X more likely to hearing them out.
By the way, my last name is pronounced “Right”. You’re welcome.
:)
A typical salesperson also comes across as pushy. Have you
been taught to do a second approach and say “It will just take a
few minutes” after a prospect says they don’t have time or aren’t
interested.
I have an entire video on this topic and why you shouldn’t do a
second approach in sales. You can watch it HERE.
In summary, how much are you walking and talking like the
stereotypical salesperson?
4 Keys To Making a Good First Impression

• Dress down (unless you are in a formal environment)
• Lower the volume in your voice when you approach

prospects
• Address prospects on a first-name basis
• Don’t be pushy and listen when people can’t sit down with
you
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#6
Be Service-minded
Remember the story of Barry vs Mark? Barry was a very serviceminded salesperson. He tended to customer claims quickly,
visited customers in the hospital, was never pushy and always
left everyone with a smile on their face.
He followed up with his customers on a regular basis and
developed long-term relationships with them.
Your clients will either think of you as a service-minded
salesperson or as someone who took their money and ran.
There is nothing in between.
6 Signs of Service-Minded Salespeople

• They walk away when they see a prospect isn’t qualified
• They are just as friendly to people who don’t buy as people to
•
•
•
•

do buy
They attend to and respond quickly to phone calls
They address and help solve problems quickly
They follow up and re-service customers every 3-6 months
They write hand-written ‘thank you’ cards to every customer

Service-minded salespeople get much further building their
business. And it’s just the right thing to do.
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#7
Others Can Learn From You
In order to build a sales organization, people must be able to
learn from you.
I have worked with many salespeople who went to follow top
producer “Jake”. They returned to say, “I could never sell like
him. He is so pushy and unethical.”
Yikes.
6 Qualities of Successful Sales Leaders:

• They are their authentic self while selling (not putting on a
•
•
•
•
•

show)
They are completely honest and ethical in doing business
They are wonderful at building relationships
They truly love the product they sell - and this shines through
They love helping/training other salespeople (even if they
don’t make a penny off them)
They never ask others to do what they wouldn’t do
themselves
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#8
Be Ethical…Always
It makes me sad that I even have to mention this. But it has to be
said because the longer I stay in sales, the more unethical (and
illegal) business tactics I see.
Whether it be the pharmaceutical company giving bonuses to
the salespeople who sold the most of the drug that the
company knew was crap and had terrible side-effects…or the
salespeople who put sales on their own credit card to earn
bonuses….or the salespeople who imply the payment is a 1time payment but is really a monthly recurring charge (they
hope the customer won’t notice).
I have seen it all.
Please stop this unethical behavior. Treat other people the way
you expect to be treated. Always.
If you work for a sales organization who teaches or promotes
unethical tactics, get out of there today.
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#9
Know Your Competition Inside and Out
We all have competitors. And it’s easy to hate them.
However, the more you know, embrace and respect your
competition, the easier it is to win over the business.
Let me give you an example.
Back when I sold supplemental insurance, the big competition
was Aflac. They had an accident and cancer policy just like I did.
They were a big household name because of their advertising.
My first few years in the business, whenever I met someone who
said “Oh, we already have a cancer policy through Aflac” I would
walk back to my car with my tail between my legs.
Then one day I was at a car dealership and a lady happened to
have her Aflac policy in her drawer. I asked her if I could read it.
I couldn’t believe what I saw. My cancer policy paid 2-3X more
on important key benefits than the Aflac policy did. I asked the
lady for a copy of the Aflac policy and I studied it backwards and
forwards.
This gave me the knowledge and confidence that I needed to
sell over the competition.
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On the flip side, some competitors offered policies that I
couldn’t offer.
When I came across a prospect who already had those policies, I
could honestly say, “You have a great policy. Hang on to that
one.”
I had total respect from my customers because I knew what
every competitor offered, and I was honest when they had
something better than what I could offer them.
Customers can smell a dishonest salesperson a mile away. Don’t
ever badmouth the competition. And don’t ever say your
product is better than the competitor if it truly isn’t.
Be the expert in your industry and help guide people to get the
best bang for their buck that you can.
Treat them the way you want to be treated….always.
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#10
Keep Family + Life a Priority Over Work
I saved the most important quality of an outstanding
salesperson for last.
It’s too common for people in commission sales to chase the
next dollar.
You earn $5000 one month, you want to earn $7000 the next,
and then $9000 the next. I have been there.
But your money will all eventually be spent. Your house will be
sold in 5-7 years. That fancy car you just bought will fall apart in
a few years. Those expensive shoes will get worn out.
But your family will always be your family. You cannot get back
any time lost with them.
Countless studies show that children who are raised with both a
mother and father present and active in their lives have a
fraction of the emotional and mental health issues as the ones
whose parents don’t have a presence in their life.
Fathers especially make the biggest impact on their children’s
well-being.
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I encourage you to make family time the FIRST thing you mark
on your calendar each week: lunch in the school cafeteria with
Jenny, join your spouse for lunch, Billy’s baseball game, etc…
Don’t schedule any meetings or sales calls that keep you away
from family events. It’s just not worth it.
My entire book “The Million-Dollar Parent” is based around
work/life/family balance and how to have a successful career
while keeping your family your top priority.
It can most definitely be done, but it’s critical that you learn how
to work smart in order to reduce your work hours.
Hopefully the above 10 tips will help!
If you found this eBook helpful, give me a shout out on social
media. Introduce yourself in the comment section of any thread
or email me directly at kate@kateraidt.com
Have an awesome year!
Happy selling y’all! :)
Kate
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